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Nonequilibrium Equality for Free Energy Differences
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An expression is derived for the equilibrium free energy difference between two configurations of a
system, in terms of an ensemble offinite-timemeasurements of the work performed in parametrically
switching from one configuration to the other. Two well-known identities emerge as limiting cases of
this result. [S0031-9007(97)02845-7]
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Consider a finite classical system in contact with a heat
reservoir. A central concept in thermodynamics is that of
thework performed on such a system, when some external
parameters of the system are made to change with time.
(These parameters may represent, for instance, the strength
of an external field, or the volume of space within which
the system is confined, or, more abstractly, some particle-
particle interactions which are turned on or off during the
course of a molecular dynamics simulation.) When the pa-
rameters are changedinfinitely slowlyalong some pathg
from an initial pointA to a final pointB in parameter space,
then the total workW performed on the system is equal
to the Helmholtz free energy differenceDF between the
initial and final configurations [1]:W  DF ; FB 2 FA.
[Here FA sFBd refers to the equilibrium free energy of
the system, with the parameters held fixed atA sBd.]
By contrast, when the parameters are switched alongg

at a finite rate, thenW will depend on the microscopic
initial conditions of the system and reservoir, and will, on
average, exceedDF:

W $ DF . (1)

The overbar denotes an average over anensembleof mea-
surements ofW , where each measurement is made after
first allowing the system and reservoir to equilibrate at
temperatureT , with the parameters fixed atA. (The path
g from A to B, and the rate at which the parameters are
switched along this path, remain unchanged from one mea-
surement to the next.) Note that the right side of Eq. (1)
still refers to theequilibrium free energy differenceFB 2

FA. The differenceW 2 DF is just the dissipated work,
Wdiss, associated with the increase of entropy during an ir-
reversible process.

Equation (1) is an inequality. By contrast, the new result
derived in this paper is the followingequality:

exps2bWd  exps2bDFd , (2a)

or, equivalently,

DF  2b21 ln exps2bW d , (2b)

whereb ; 1ykBT . This result, which is independent of
both the pathg from A to B, and the rate at which the

parameters are switched along the path, is surprising: It
says that we can extract equilibrium informationsDFd
from the ensemble ofnonequilibrium (finite-time) mea-
surements described above.

Before proceeding with the proof of Eq. (2), we estab-
lish notation and then relate Eq. (2) to two well-known
equilibrium identities forDF. Since we have fixed our at-
tention on a particular pathg in parameter space, it will be
convenient to henceforth view the system as parametrized
by a single quantityl, which increases from 0 to 1 as we
travel fromA to B alongg. Let z ; sq, pd denote a point
in the phase space of the system, and letHlszd denote the
Hamiltonian for the system, parametrized by the value of
l. Next, letZl denote the partition function, letk· · ·ll de-
note a canonical average, and letFl  2b21 ln Zl denote
the free energy, all with respect to the HamiltonianHl and
the temperatureT . We are interested in the following sce-
nario, which we will refer to as “the switching process”:
The system evolves, in contact with a heat reservoir, as
the value ofl is switched from 0 to 1, over a total switch-
ing timets. Without loss of generality, assume a constant
switching rate,Ùl  t21

s . For a given realization of the
switching process, the evolution of the system is described
by a (effectively stochastic) trajectoryzstd, and the work
performed on the system is the time integral ofÙl≠Hly≠l

along this trajectory:

W 
Z ts

0
dt Ùl

≠Hl

≠l
ssszstdddd . (3)

Now imagine anensembleof realizations of the switching
process (withg andts fixed), with initial conditions for the
system and reservoir generated from a canonical ensemble
at temperatureT . Then W may be computed for each
trajectoryzstd in the ensemble, and the overbars appearing
in Eqs. (1) and (2) indicate an average over the distribution
of values ofW thus obtained.

In the limiting cases of infinitely slow and infinitely fast
switching of the external parameters, we know explicitly
the ensemble distribution of values ofW , and thus can
readily check the validity of our central result. In the
slow limit sts ! `d, the system is in quasistatic equilib-
rium with the reservoir throughout the switching process,
henceW 

R1
0 dlk≠Hly≠lll for every trajectory in the
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